Recommended Databases – Searching for Articles
PsycINFO
Medline
PubMed – can be found at  http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed

Annotated Bibliography – Helpful Websites
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/ow/614/01/  General how to information
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/ow/614/03/  Annotations in APA style
http://olinuris.library.cornell.edu/ref/research/skill28.htm  General information with examples
http://www.library.cornell.edu/resrch/citing/bibtut  Uses correct APA format

Literature Review – Helpful Website
http://www.sunyit.edu/library/guides/soc493

Helpful Catalogs  - Searching for books
http://www.sunyit.edu/library/catalogs

Proposal Writing
SUNYIT Catalog
Proposals that work  Q180.55.P7L63

Developing effective research proposals  H62.P92 2005

Ebrary has these full text books available:
Research proposals: a guide to success

How to research (4th edition)

WorldCat can be searched to find other titles on your topic, research proposal writing or policy proposals writing.

APA Documentation Style
1. An official APA manual is available on Reserve and in Ref BF76.7.P83
2. Citation handouts are available online on the library’s webpage under Research Guides.
3. Online information available at  http://apastyle.org
4. Citation creation tool:  http://www.citationmachine.net/index2.php